Church Size & Its Implications
Resource Section

Purpose

To expose participants to church size theory and have them apply it to their current ministry situation.

Theological Understanding

As the early church grew (for example, see the Book of Acts), it faced different issues of inclusion, acceptance, new member incorporation, and leadership. So, too, present day congregations face different issues and congregational dynamics depending upon their size. Looking at the theories and data of church size, along with our own experience and that portrayed in scripture, helps us to understand better the living work of the Spirit in our midst and will better prepare us for ministry.

Special Instructions

You may want to tailor this module by giving more emphasis or time to the congregational sizes represented by the participants. Be sure, however, to cover all sizes in your presentation. If there are multi-cultural congregations in your diocese you may want to explore in more depth how size is affected by culture.

Related Modules

- Conflict Modules I & II
- Habits, Norms and Expectations
- History-Sharing and Understanding
- Leading Planned Change
- Role Clarity
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General Outline of Session

1. Opening prayer/meditation (suggested reading Acts 11:19-30)

2. Check-in

3. Overview of church size theory (PowerPoint 1 - 13; Talking Points; Handout 1)

4. General discussion of reaction to theory, experience with congregations of different size

5. Impact of size on dimensions of congregational life (PowerPoint 14; Talking Points)

6. Small or large group discussion of characteristics of current congregations (Handout 2)

7. Large group discussion of how true to type (PowerPoint 15; Talking Points)

8. Small group discussion of implications for ministry (PowerPoint 16; Talking Points; Handout 3)

9. Large group debrief

10. Wrap-up and closing prayer
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Family size
- Under 75 ASA (47% of Episcopal congregations; 15% of the worshippers)
- Single cell
- Group-centered
- Governance: by key family or families
- Pastor as chaplain
- Fights are family feuds

Pastoral size
- 76-140 ASA (25% of Episcopal congregations; 22% of the worshippers)
- Pastor-centered
- Governance: key family(ies) still on Vestry, but new groups forming
- Pastor at center of program and new member incorporation
- Fights are over the pastor (and his/her attention)

Transitional size
- 141-224 ASA (15% of Episcopal congregations; 23% of the worshippers)
- Stretched cell
- Governance: key family(ies) still on Vestry, but many new groups, some outside influence – subgroups form
- Pastor stretched – at cusp of needing additional staff, but resources may not be there
- Fights are over inclusion, information/communication, attention of clergy

Program size:
- 225-800 ASA (15% of Episcopal congregations; 23% of the worshippers)
- Multi-cell
- Group-centered
- Governance: committees have power; Vestry moves to oversight/direction; more relational and less task-focused
- Pastor is administrator/delegator (danger of micromanaging)
- Fights are over resources and priorities

Resource size:
- 800+ ASA (0.5% of Episcopal churches; 4.5% of the worshippers)
- Multi-cell
- Pastor-centered
- Governance: staff
- Pastor is CEO of the operation; manager
- Fights are between program units and staff
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Family Size —— Pastoral —— Transitional —— Program —— Resource Size

Focus
Relationships ——— Program ——— Organization

Role of Rector
Chaplain ——— Administrator ——— Leader

Role of Vestry
Doing ——— Leading ——— Visioning

Decision Making
Informal ——— Formal

Change Driven
Bottom-up ——— Middle-out ——— Top-down

Tone of Conflict
Emotional ——— Subjective

Place your current congregation on each of the above scales.

Is the culture consistent with a given size across all the scales? What is different?

Is the culture consistent with the typical attributes of a congregation its size? What have you observed that supports your response?

What about the congregation’s history, generational or ethnic/cultural make-up may be contributing to how it behaves?
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Thinking about the analysis that you just made and factoring in any thoughts you might have about other aspects of church size, what are the implications for your ministry?

What are the strengths of your congregation’s size (both actual and how it behaves)?

What are the challenges of your congregation’s size (both actual and how it behaves)?

What do you want to do as a result?